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The ZENS ‘Oriental lifestyle design’ brand reflects 
quality design products for daily moments to help 
us unwind.

ZEN with its ancient Oriental origins stands for 
timelessness, reflection, inner peace, and realisa-
tion of Zen in daily life.

ZENS’ original designed products aim to capture 
harmony, connecting between people and inner 
moments of enjoyment.

ZENS connects Oriental elements in daily home 
ware products with contemporary lifestyle design.

ABOUT ZENS
ZENS   ORIENTAL LIFESTYLE DESIGN
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ESTABLISHING OUR VISION

Asian lifestyle and Western lifestyle might be differ-
ent, but both enjoy the moment of spiritual tranquili-
ty by enjoyment, harmony and aesthetics.

This is ZENS’ first pillar.

STRENGTHEN YOUR LIFESTYLE

ZENS shall establish with all its strengths, with 
products that unite daily objects in a cross cultural 
way with an oriental perspective to unite.

This is ZENS’ second pillar.

VISION & LIFESTYLE
ZENS   ORIENTAL LIFESTYLE DESIGN
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COLLECTION
ZENS   ORIENTAL LIFESTYLE DESIGN
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ZENS HOME & FOOD

consists of five ranges
■  Tableware
■  Dinner sets
■  Cutlery
■  Home tea & coffee
■  Home drink ware

HABITS & CUSTOMS

Every culture has its own traditions, rituals and symbols. We 
are not here to change people, we aim to provide new insights. 
Bring together lifestyle elements that unite our ways of seeing 
and doing things.

HOME & FOOD



A5500143
Large Bowl
Φ128×62mm

A5500144
Medium Bowl
Φ112×62mm

A5500147
Saucer Plate
Φ96×30mm

A5500142
Large Plate
Φ220×20mm

A5500140
Small Plate 
Φ176×20mm

A5500141
Medium Plate
Φ256×20mm

A0300084
Spoon
135×40×27mm

A0300083
Spoon Holder
157×65×22mm

A5500145
Large Soup Bowl
Φ256×86mm

A5500146
Medium Soup Bowl
Φ256×54mm

Design by MAZAYUKI KUROKAWA for 

HOME & FOOD

DINNER Series

Celebrated Japanese designer Masayuki Kurokawa designed a 
circle themed dinner set exclusively for ZENS to connect East 
and West.

In the Oriental context the bowl symbolizes one of the tools of 
man in nature when eating and drinking.

The KUROKAWA Dinner Set Series consists of bowls, chop-
sticks, spoons and plates.

KUROKAWA
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HOME & FOOD

DINNER Lotus Series

Italian designer Francesco Lucchese dedicated his time for 
ZENS to study Oriental design elements using an incisively and 
vividly rice pattern technology that requires elaborate and tradi-
tional craft. He combined light and rice pattern rhythms in solids 
and voids.

Each pattern reveals ingenious symbolic details that are both of 
primitive simplicity and fragrant freshness.

Francesco DINNER (Lotus Series) presents a fascinating scen-
ery of lotuses decorating the glassy water surface, releasing dif-
ferent refreshing aromas and fragrances.

The matching ‘Lotus Coffee and Tea’ units are living spheres, 
landing on the dining table, releasing softness and vividness.

A0300089
Small Bowl
Φ122×48mm

A0300085
Platter
Φ367×17mm

A0300088
Large Bowl
Φ184×40mm

A0300086
Flat Plate
Φ304×20mm

A0300087
Dish Salad
Φ247×26mmDesign by FRANCESCO LUCCHESE for

FRANCESCO
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HOME & FOOD

AROMA Lotus Series

When a dot in the center expands, a circle comes into being. As 
the cycle expands, it becomes a sphere. Landing on the dining 
table, it emits soft and moist aroma.

(Lotus Series) designed by Francesco Lucchese is made com-
plete by the vinegar and oil and pepper and salt set, making four 
items in total.

A0300092
Oliera
Φ90×130mm | 250ml

A0300095
Salt & Pepper Shaker
Φ50×30mm | 25ml

FRANCESCO

Design by FRANCESCO LUCCHESE for
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HOME & FOOD

NOON & EVENING Lotus set

Roundness represents eternity, without a beginning or ending. 
It opens, closes, expands and moves.

Francesco NOON & EVENING (Lotus Series) designed by 
Francesco Lucchese has a tea and coffee set that matches 
the dinner set in every essence.

A0300093
Cup and Saucer
Φ130×56mm | 200ml

A0300094
Coffee Cup and Saucer
Φ85×43mm | 50ml

A0300090
Teapot
Φ150×90mm | 1L

A0300091
Milk Jug
Φ80×50mm | 170ml

FRANCESCO

Design by FRANCESCO LUCCHESE for
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ZENS KITCHEN & DRINK

consists of five ranges
■  Utensils
■  Cooking
■  Kitchenware
■  Dinner sets
■  Glassware

QUALITY

Quality of life requires good processes as the basic principle. We 
take our processes highly serious to optimize your enjoyment. 
That’s why we focus on a higher segment in order to guarantee 
our products are of the highest quality. The quality of enjoying.

KITCHEN & DRINK



Design by MING LIU for

D0100019
Tea Pot
Φ128x160 | 800ml 

C1220040
Lacquered Wood Tray
Φ300×25mm

D0200057
Double-Walled Tea Cup
Φ64×70mm | 50ml

C1100038
Bamboo Spoon
106×30×13mm

D0200058 | D0200059
Sugar Jar
Φ74×80mm | 250ml

SUMMER
FLOWER TEA Series

The ZENS SUMMER (Flower Tea Series) feminine design re-
flects the age of aquarius plus enhances the scent of tea.

The borosilicate glass tea pot and ergonomically designed han-
dle endure temperatures of 200 degrees.

The matching double-walled glass tea cups accentuate the grip 
of hands and the roundness of our mouth.

The whole ZENS SUMMER (Flower Tea Series) set is served 
on a lacquered wooden tray with a traditional main base but 
with contemporary detailing.

KITCHEN & DRINK
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D0100022
Tea Pot with Silicon Infuser
Φ128×160mm | 600ml

W0100011
WINTER Jacket (EVA)
383×20 mm

C1220040
Lacquered Wood Tray
Φ383×20 mm

D0200063
Double-Walled Glass Cup
Φ64×70mm | 50ml

WINTER
FLOWER TEA Series

ZENS WINTER (Flower Tea Series) is inspired by a pottery jar, 
with curves to create a container with “Zen” philosophy, indicat-
ing the concept of “Void”. “Void” is not only an ideology, it pro-
vides users a full imagination of an empty container, and fills the 
container with the users’ imagination.

ZENS WINTER (Flower Tea Series) has double-walled glass 
tea cups that accentuate the grip of hands and the roundness 
of mouth.

The whole set is served on a lacquered wooden tray with a tradi-
tional main shape but contemporary detailing.

KITCHEN & DRINK

Design by MING LIU for
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KITCHEN & DRINK

ZENS ORIGINAL
EXTRACT Series

ZENS ORIGINAL (Extract Series) was our initial best selling 
Asian tea set. With its traditional elegant smaller cup we con-
sider it as a ZENS Original special for Asian connoisseurs and 
Oriental tea lovers in the Western market.

ZENS ORIGINAL (Extract Series) is highly recyclable with mini-
mum impact on the environment. It is also an excellent Oriental, 
tasteful, but simple gift.

D0100002
Double-Walled Glass 
Teapot
158×128×160mm
Φ92×44mm | 135ml

B0500002
Bamboo Plate
Φ81×133×10mm

D0200002
Glass Infuser
Φ300×25mm

B1200001
Bamboo Infuser Holder
Φ106×30×13mm

D0200001
Double-Walled Glass 
Cup
Φ74×80mm | 40mlDesign by MING LIU for
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D0100010
Double-Walled Glass Cup
Φ300×25mm | 50ml

D0100014
Double-Walled Glass Pot
Φ72×163 mm | 300ml 

MARVELOUS
EXTRACT Series

ZENS MARVELOUS (Extract Series) is a modern Oriental inter-
pretation of small Asian tea sets like ZENS ORIGINAL.

The design combines both technology and ergonomics in a 
highly contemporary way. It uses handmade borosilicate glass, 
larger glass size for the Western market, ergonomic consisten-
cy and a fine wooden tray on a polyresin base.

Each set comes with a pot, infuser, infuser holder, four cups, a 
basin with wooden tray. Trays without basin are also available.

KITCHEN & DRINK

B0500013
Wooden Top| Polyresin 
Base
Φ251×47 mm

C1220020
Laquered Wood Tray 
Black
Φ383×20 mm

C1220020
Glass Infuser
Φ71×58 mm

C1220040
Laquered Wood Tray 
White
Φ383×20 mm

D0100013
Glass Infuser Holder
Φ81×26 mm

Design by MING LIU for
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SOLAR
EXTRACT Series

The ZENS SOLAR tea set is the latest design generation in 
the tea Extract Series. While the tea pot is borosilicate dou-
ble-walled glass, all cups are double-walled. Each set has a 
infuser and a infuser holder.

Unique is the Silica function and decorative ring with ZENS 
logo. It protects against heath when using the pot, and provides 
excellent intuitive tactile usage.

The base with wooden tray can be sold separately.

KITCHEN & DRINK

D010014-10 (Black)
Glass Teapot with 
Silicon Sleeve
Φ82×116mm | 450ml

D010014-09 (White)
Glass Teapot with 
Silicon Sleeve
Φ82×116mm | 450ml

D0100010
Double-Walled Glass 
Tea Cup
Φ60×62 mm | 50 ml

B0500013
Wooden Top| Polyresin 
Base
Φ251×47 mm

C1220020
Lacquered Wood Tray 
Black
Φ383×20 mm

C1220040
Lacquered Wood Tray 
White
Φ383×20 mmDesign by MING LIU for
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KITCHEN & DRINK

COFFEE XL
EXTRACT Series

ZENS COFFEE XL is the new member of the Extract Series, 
mainly for the Western market. Bigger cups, filter holder for cof-
fee (matching filters), all cater to coffee lovers.

This ZENS design won several awards in Asia, and the set re-
mains with the same quality features in the Extract Series: bo-
rosilicate glass, double-walled cups, ergonomic designs, silica 
pot ring sleeve to protect fingers and for perfect intuitive tactile 
usage of the set. The set is sold with including a matching spe-
cial lacquered wooden tray.

Coffee drinkers reminiscent the old days of coffee at our elders. 
The aroma from the pot and the filter, the dark colored brew, 
and nice snacks for all.

Design by MING LIU for
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D0300003
Storage Jar Small 
(Glass with Silicon)
Φ80×106 mm | 300 ml

D0300004
Storage Jar Medium 
(Glass with Silicon)
Φ80×165 mm | 450 ml

D0300005
Storage Jar Large 
(Glass with Silicon)
Φ92×24 mm | 700 ml

SOLAR STORAGE

D0200062
Double-Walled Glass 
Serving Cup
Φ141×81 mm | 250 ml

C1230020
Lacquered Wood Tray 
Black
Φ383×20 mm

D0200061
Double-Walled Glass 
Coffee Cup
Φ81×76 mm | 120 ml

D0100020-10 (Black)
Glass Coffee Pot with 
Silicon Sleeve
Φ82×125mm | 450ml

D0200060
Coffee Funnel 
Φ69×32mm

D0300008 
Sugar Jar
Φ70×75mm | 210ml

D0300009
Double-Walled Milk Jar
Φ70×75mm | 120ml

D0300001
Glass Cake Dish
Φ160×20 mm | 50 ml

D0300002
Double-Walled Glass 
Dessert Bowl
Φ120×63 mm | 250ml   

EXTRACT COFFEE XL

ACCESSORIES

Design by MING LIU for
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KITCHEN & DRINK

COBBLESTONE SERIES
Cobblestones, comparable with rough ashlars, are traditional 
European road stones, that are laid down in a grid.

We wanted the shape to be based on our ZENS principle, Ori-
ental lifestyle and geometry. This can be found back in the lines 
and curves of each element, from the African Rosewood top 
tray with detailed tadpole shape, to the welcoming handles, the  
macromolecular drainage tray (mainly sold in Asia), fruit bowl 
and cups.

All products are finished in fine matte-glazed porcelain that is 
hardened at high temperature. It makes the products durable 
and detailed with beautiful texture.

Design by MING LIU for
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HOME TEA SET
COBBLESTONE Series

This Home Tea Set is part of the Cobblestone series, designed 
for cosy indoor meetings with friends.

The home tea set comes in a complete package or can be sold 
as individual items. The set consists of four ceramic cups and 
cobblestone coasters, a ceramic teapot and a ceramic tea di-
vider.

The wandering tray comes with an African Rosewood top tray 
with tad-pole shape to the handles.

KITCHEN & DRINK

A0200120 
Small Teapot
Φ172×122×80 mm
280ml

A0200123
Serving Cup
Φ83×101×62 mm
250ml

A0200122
Small Tea Cup
Φ62×32 mm | 40ml

Glass Coaster×4
Φ108×13.5 mm

S5500007
Wooden Top| Polyresin 
Base 
Φ340×62 mm

Wooden Top| Polyresin 
Base
Φ340×62 mm

Design by MING LIU for
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OUTDOOR TEA SET
COBBLESTONE Series

This Outdoor Tea (or coffee) Set is part of the Cobblestone se-
ries, and designed for a nice summer evening.

The outdoor tea set comes in a complete package or can be 
sold as individual items. The set consists of four ceramic cups
and cobblestone coasters, a sugar and a milk set and a large 
ceramic teapot with comfortable handle.

On the side there are two small cups for incense and candle 
light.

KITCHEN & DRINK

A0200114 
Large Tea Pot
Φ184×145×82 mm
800ml

A0200117
Candle Holder
Φ78×84×28 mm

A0200118 | A0200119
Sugar Jug
Φ83×101×62 mm | 250ml

A0200118
Milk Jug
Φ83×101×62 mm | 250ml

A0200116
Tea Cup
Φ83×47 mm | 55mlDesign by MING LIU for
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FOOD PLATE SET
COBBLESTONE Series

The FOOD PLATE SET is part of the Cobblestone series and 
designed for side dishes and snacks.

The plate set can be stacked as one large cobblestone or can 
be used as three individual plates where snacks and food can 
be served upon. The set is made out of white ceramics.

KITCHEN & DRINK

A0200126
Small Plate
Φ145×15mm

A0200127
Medium Plate
Φ181×28mm

A0200128
Large Plate 
Φ183×37mmDesign by MING LIU for
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WANDERING TRAY
COBBLESTONE Series

Cobblestone’s WANDERING TRAY is ZENS designer Ming
Liu’s brainchild of a perfect Asian “Super Oval” design concept,
inspired on the ZENS logo.

The design embodies the exact philosophy of Asian culture.

Chinese art and design centers not on the object or subject.
However, it aims to merge the composition to achieve harmony
and perfection.

The perfection of life is obtained by constant enhanced creative
expressions.

KITCHEN & DRINK

Q2900004
Jade White Resin Tray
Φ340×62 mm

Q2900001
Black Gold Resin Tray
Φ340×62 mm

S5500006
Stainless Steel, Gold 
Plated
Φ330×15 mm

A0100057
Macromolecular Stone
Φ108×13.5 mm

C3000004
Rose Wood
Φ330×15 mm

B0500015
Bamboo
Φ235×15 mm

Design by MING LIU for
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ORIGINAL
TASTE Series

The ORIGINAL designs of the Taste series are innovative con-
temporary designs that takes advantage of the traditional ce-
ladon* features. Simplicity is ingeniously combined insulating 
with modern silicone heat insulating rubber.

The cups are ergonomically designed while the tilted rim em-
bodies the traditional Oriental culture that a tea cup should 
be 80% filled. The sets are designed for hotels, restaurants, 
offices and other daily lifestyle settings.

KITCHEN & DRINK

A0100007
Pearl Tea Pot
Φ106x75 mm | 225 ml

A0100008
Clay Tea Pot
Φ106x75 mm | 225 ml

A0200014
Jade Cup
Φ60×55 mm | 70 ml

A0200034
Clay Cup
Φ60×55 mm | 70 ml

A0100002
Jade Tea Pot
Φ106x75 mm |  225 ml

A0200033
Pearl Cup
Φ60×55 mm | 70 ml

B0500008
Bamboo Tray
290×210×25mm

Design by MING LIU for
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MILAN
TASTE Series

ZENS MILAN (Taste Series) adopts innovative modern design 
of fine matte- glazed vivid porcelain that is fired at high tem-
peratures.

The design of the teapot body conforms to Western ergonom-
ics. The silica gel ZENS branded ring protects your fingers and 
at the same time provides intuitive tactile usage of the tea pot. 
The smart design of the notch in the mouth of the teapot pre-
vents the tea bag from slipping into the teapot.

The double-walled cups are designed according to ergonomics 
when pressed close to lips.

KITCHEN & DRINK

A0200108 
Tea Pot with Silicon 
Sleeve 
Φ142×105 mm | 450ml

A0200110
Tea Cup
Φ80×60mm | 150ml

B0500008
Bamboo Tray
290×210×25mm

Design by MING LIU for
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LONDON
TASTE Series

ZENS LONDON (Taste Series) adopts innovative modern de-
sign of fine matte- glazed vivid porcelain that is fired at high 
temperature.

The design of the teapot body conforms to ergonomics. When 
users are holding the handle, their thumb will be pressing the 
recess area of the cap, which prevents slipping. The smart 
ZENS design of the notch in the mouth of the teapot prevents 
the tea bag from slipping into the teapot.

The double-walled cups are designed according to ergonomics 
when pressed close to lips.

Base of pot is also candle heater, while the The double-layer 
pot design helps keeping the tea warm.

KITCHEN & DRINK

A0200111 
Tea Pot 
Φ97×140 mm | 450ml

A0200113
Double-Walled 
Porcelain Cup
Φ75×87 mm | 150ml

B0500008
Bamboo Tray
290×210×25mm

Design by MING LIU for
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TRIBUTE OF BAMBOO
ZENS TRIBUTE OF BAMBOO is a diverse design, adopting 
high temperature white porcelain. While on one angle the sets 
looks like bamboo, the other perspective it has an universal 
design language not particular from the Oriental.

The “one-tump” uses ergonomics which combine Oriental and 
smart contemporary design.

All saucers have a rim to help center each cup for perfect align-
ment and easy handling while serving.

The set can be combined with one of the separately sold ZENS 
tea trays.

KITCHEN & DRINK

A0100050
Tea Pot
Φ220×137×74 mm
600ml 

C1230020
Lacquered Wood Tray 
Black
Φ383×20 mm

A0100051
Tea Cup (×4)
Φ65×54×52 mm | 100ml

A0100052
Saucer (×4)
Φ122×122×22 mm

Design by MING LIU for
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LOTUS AND FISH
ZENS LOTUS AND FISH tells the story of Oriental symbols. In 
our design the lotus stands for the journey of life and provides 
nurturing and protection for strong fish that swim against the 
current to discover the world. Such is our journey.

The set is complete for usage with pot glass, ceramic diffuser, 
ceramic lid and diffuser holder, four ceramic cups with each a 
different decoration, and a bamboo tray.

KITCHEN & DRINK

D0100001 
Tea Pot
Φ100×85mm | 450ml

B0500003
Bamboo Tray
Φ210×200×22mm

A0200056 
Tea Cup
Φ45×60mm | 50ml

A0200059
Tea Cup
Φ45×60mm | 50ml

A0200057 
Tea Cup
Φ45×60mm | 50ml

A0200058 
Tea Cup
Φ45×60mm | 50ml
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EMPEROR’S FISH
ZENS EMPEROR’S FISH is based on a wise story a long 
time ago when an emperor (Taizong) spoke: “Only when the 
emperor and the officials coexist as harmoniously as fish and 
water, can true stability across the country be achieved and 
the country be in good order. I am not smart, so I hope you 
all can correct me when I am wrong in order to put your good 
ideas and opinions into full use and make the country peace-
ful.”

ZENS cooperates with designers in a harmonious way in order 
to create the best products with an Oriental touch but univer-
sal use.

KITCHEN & DRINK

A5500022
Hand Painted Tea Pot
Φ80×80×120mm | 250ml

B0500008
Bamboo Tray
240×105mm

A0200056
Tea Cup
Φ45×60mm | 50ml

A0200059
Tea Cup
Φ45×60mm | 50ml
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ZENS OUTDOOR & FUN

consists of five ranges 
■  Outdoor dinnerware
■  Outdoor drinking ware
■  Gift items
■  Home lifestyle
■  Garden lifestyle

DESIGN

Design bridges cultures, provides objects seen in a new light 
and help things to become more useful and sustainable. We 
translate rich Oriental decoration in tasteful contemporary de-
signs, by connecting to our users in various counties.

OUTDOOR & FUN



MOBILE MOON
Enjoy fresh tea anywhere with ZENS MOBILE MOON as is 
one of the only true complete and elegant mobile tea sets.

While traveling the design inspires deep family bonds as 
“love is like the moon that follows you wherever you go”. That 
is why the design symbolizes a full and crescent moon.

The double-walled pot and cups are of hardened glass, with 
an Aluminum base and wooden coasters combining the per-
fection of Oriental materials and contemporary design.

OUTDOOR & FUN

D0100008
Double-Walled Glass 
Tea Pot
Φ70×120 mm | 150ml

D0200055
Double-Walled Glass 
Cup
Φ44×45 mm | 45ml

H0100008
Canister
Φ70×85 mm

D5500006
Compact Case
167×170×115 mm

I2700039
Towel
320×170 mm

C1100019
Wood Coasters
Φ70×20 mm

D5500002
Aluminum Tray
Φ140×30 mm

Design by MING LIU for
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Design by MING LIU for

SOBER SERIES
SOBER is a solid liquor set for hot and cold alcoholic beverag-
es. Its modern architectural shape stems from traditional Ori-
ental liquor vessel shapes echoing contracts like dark against 
light, hard against soft, and cold against warm.

The glass or ceramic inner vessel, can be taken out of the 
main body. The main body can be filled with ice cubes or 
chilled water, while the base can be used to heath-up the liq-
uid in the inner vessel.

Each set consists of a Inner vessel, main body, heating base, 
glass cups and matching coasters.

OUTDOOR & FUN

D0200054
Cup (x4)
Φ40×60 mm | 40ml

D0200053
Flagon
Φ60×147 mm | 180ml 

A0100011
Temperature Control 
Container
Φ100×90 mm

A0100010
Base
Φ100×53 mmA5500116

Sober (High White Porcelain)
A5500065
Sober (Grey Pottery)

A5500088
Sober (Purple Clay)

A0200068
Coaster (x5)
Φ98×8 mm
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TEA FROG
Tea frogs are a tea tradition in the East, together with ZENS 
they bring good luck and fortune.

The ZENS TEA FROG is made with special pottery clay that 
has a strong absorbability. On the back of the frog is a “cracked 
ice pattern” carved into it.

In daily Oriental use, tea is poured over the tea frog and after 
a long time the cracked pattern will turn to gold.

OUTDOOR & FUN

A2800001
Tea Frog
85×57×57mmDesign by MING LIU for
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WEST AND EAST
With a spoon from the West and chopsticks from the Orient, 
ZENS’ WEST AND EAST symbolizes fusion of food cultures.
The set is designed to be portable with a fashionable cord in 
various colors for travelers.

The recyclable bamboo chopsticks come with a 304 stainless 
steel spoon in a PP biodegradable packaging.

OUTDOOR & FUN

Q5500003
Red
202×35×26 mm

Q5500001
Black
202×35×26 mm

Q5500004
Yellow
202×35×26 mm

Q5500005
White
202×35×26 mmDesign by MING LIU for
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CLASSIC COFFEE
CLASSIC COFFEE is ZENS’ interpretation of Oriental coffee 
mugs. Made of matt finished white reinforced ceramic the cof-
fee mug set each comes with a distinctive pattern for each 
mood of the day, shallow beehive, triangular patterns and one 
with subtle columns.

The ZENS ceramic mug set of three items comes in one pack-
age.

OUTDOOR & FUN

A0200018
Ceramic Mug
‘Shallow Beehive’
Φ82×105 mm | 300ml

A0200017
Ceramic Mug
‘Triangle Patterns’
Φ82×105 mm | 300ml

A0200019
Ceramic Mug
‘Column Bars’ 
Φ82×105 mm | 300ml
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GOLDEN AGE
GOLDEN AGE is the ZENS luxury chopstick set series that 
excels in fine materials and elegant design details.

The series offers multiple special woods like sandalwood, 
chicken-wing wood and black sandalwood. The matt gold plat-
ed heads provide a strong metallic feel and elegant finishing.

Different patterns of the heads are an array of both Western 
symbols and Oriental decorations.

OUTDOOR & FUN

C5500013
Red Sandal Wood
Φ65×250 mm

C5500015
Yun Xiang Wood
Φ65×250 mm

C5500011
Black Sandal Wood
Φ65×250 mm

C5500014
Chicken Wing Wood
Φ65×250 mmDesign by MING LIU for
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Francesco Lucchese

( 1960, Italy, Sicily ) is a cross-disci-
plinary designer with growing roots 
in Asia and award winning European 
projects.

Mazuyuki Kurokawa

( 1937, Japan, Nagoya ) is called the 
‘Leonardo Da Vinci’ of the East, with 
winning product lines since the late 
70’s in Asia.

Ming LIU

( 1980, China, Guangdong ) is an 
award winning international Chinese 
design talent with excellent sensors 
for Western products.

Designers of ZENS are masters in connecting people and prod-
ucts, de-connect people from busy lives and routines, and re-
spect the craft of rituals by designing experience products.

Since ZENS’ establishment in 2009, the company has invited 
designers from China, Japan, Italy, Denmark, The Netherlands 
and other countries to create a continuously expanding collec-
tion of tableware, drinking ware, bath items, kitchen items and 
other household items.

Besides this award-winning design team stand a strong team of 
design managers and brand specialists.

DESIGNERS



ZENS LIFESTYLE EUROPE
Tweede Tuindwarsstraat 1,1015 RX Amsterdam, NL
www.zenslifestyle.com
jorg@zenslifestyle.com

ZENS LIFESTYLE ASIA
TIT Creative Park, Avenue 9-5C, Guangzhou, PRC
www.zens.asia
yanting@zens.asia

CONTACT



www.zenslifestyle.com


